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CL-SML008



Thank you for choosing this product

● Please read this instruction manual beforehand in order to use 

            it properly. Then use the device safely.

● Please keep this instruction manual with great care.

● When receiving the warranty card from the dealer, 

            please ensure and confirm details such as 

           “Date of Purchase, Shop Name”, etc. have been 

            completed correctly. 

●        This product is used for cosmetic purposes only. 

           It is strictly prohibited by law for other uses or sale 

           for therapeutic purposes.

●　　　Furthermore, this product should be used on healthy skin. 

　　　　Therefore, we are not responsible for any discomfort caused 

　　　　as a result of using this product on unhealthy skin currently 

　　　　undergoing medical treatment.
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Features of this product

®ZōGANKIN Treatment Care
Radio frequency (1MHz)+High frequency EMS (30kHz)

1MHz
Radio Frequency 30KHz

High Frequency

Mimic muscle

Thermal Treatment Care

1MHz
Radio Frequency

90KHz
High Frequency

Mimic muscle

Radio frequency (1MHz) +High frequency EMS (90 kHz)

ZōGANKIN is original beauty-treatment technology of giving stimulation-
with warming it. It harmonize two different technology, One is high frequen-
cy thermal beauty method by RF(radio frequency) that repeat cycle 1 
million per second, The other is exercise method to stimulate muscle by 
EMS frequency that repeat cycle thirty thousand per second. 

It is well known and widely used the thermal beauty method by RF(radio 
frequency) that repeat cycle 1 million per second. In addition and the func-
tion that two waves act on in turn of high frequency that Extra-Pulse Treat-
ment by repeat cycle ninety thousand per second. It is expected to create 
synergy effect when it is harmonized with ZōGANKIN mode.
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 Operating procedures

Charge the device

Cleansing of face(body)

Apply the sonic aqua gel on area to be treated

Power on the device

Select  treatment mode

Select power level

Place the device on area to be treated , 
then slowly slide the device

End the treatment procedure for each part after 3 minutes.

Clean the device

Put the device in storage

( refer to P 18-21  “Treatment”)
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Precautions while using

Please read following instruction before use it.

For“ZōGANKIN Treatment Care” and “Thermal treatmentcare” 
each part  is treated once a day, not exceeding 3 minutes.

When using the device, please remove all
metal accessories worn and contact lenses.

Do not use on dry skin.

When you feel tird, take one day break,
then restart after you feel well.

Please stop using immediately and see a doctor 
when the skin experiences discomfort.

※Please avoid using if you don’t feel well

※It may cause low temperature burn on your skin 
　if the device is left stationary on a particular point.　　　

※It may cause low temperature burn and muscle strain extremely 
　if you provide treatment too much

※It may cause low temperature burn on your skin 
   when you applied on dry skin.

Please use the sonic aqua gel specially formulated for this treatment.

※Because the muscles have been exercised, sometimes the skin may
   experience extreme fatigue.

※please stop using the device for a day and allow the skin
to rest before resuming treatment on the following day.

※Please consult a doctor if you do not recover.
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■ 

Safety Measures (Please comply)

To avoid personal injury and damage of properties, 
please be sure to comply with 

the following instructions

The following classifications explain the dangers 
or damages from improper use

DangerDanger means if there is error in operation, 
mishandling is likely to result death.

WarningWarning
means if there is error in operation, 
mishandling may result serious injury.

AttentionAttention means if there is error in operation, 
mishandling may result serious injury.

■Please comply in accordance with the following symbols:
　(The following is a legend of the symbols.)

Contents prohibited 
to be implemented

Contents that must 
be performed

Danger

Prohibited

●This product contains in-built rechargeable battery. 
   Please do not throw into fire, or charge, use 
   or store in high temperatures.
   Can lead to overheating, fire or bursting
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Warning
●Disconnect the adaptor when you clean the device.
   There is a risk of electric shock if it is not disconnected.

●Must plug in AC socket.
  There is a risk of electric shock and ignition.
   if you do not follow.　

●Please clean the device regularly to avoid dust 
   on the plug and adaptor.
   It threatens fire due to moisture as attached dust 
   if you are not following the instruction.

Not for children’s use.
Do not use if using the following medical electronic devices.
Pacemakers and other built-in body medical electronic devices
Life maintenance medical electronic devices such as artificial heart or lungs
mounting type of electric device like an electrocardiogram
It threatens malfunction of medical electric devices
A person who is in the following condition cannot use it.
Expected mother, just after childbirth, lactating
(unstable of hormone balance may cause skin troubles)
Acute diseases, tuberculous diseases, 
existence heart-related diseases, infectious diseases, 
contagious diseases
Heart diseases
Built-in diseases
High blood pressure
Under medical treatment
Hemorrhagic diseases, hemophilia diseases
Telangiectasis by long term use of steroid based hormone drug 
and the liver function failure
Keloid constitution
Eye disease or medical record
Sensitive skins with allergy, metal allergy, and atopic dermatitis, 
or skin diseases
Inflammation of skin after excessive sunburn
Suppuration of the pimple
Morbid stain by physical stimulation with itchy or burn
Cutaneous melanosis
Easy to get purpura
Cannot express their feelings , paralysisperceptual dysfunction/
Growth process 
Eye diseases
Extreme nearsightedness(over -6D)

Prohibited

Obligated
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Warning

Prohibited

Obligated

●Do not use the following occurs or on the following parts

Do not feel well
Muscles experience extreme fatigue
When feeling extremely tired
under taking medicine or soft plaster
skins with scratch, diseases, 
Suppurate disease
after orthopedic surgery or 
parts taking orthopedic surgery
While undergoing dental treatment
of silver crown or implant
Parts other than those mentioned 
in the P18-21“Treatment”section

Eye lids and around eyes
Ear and around ear
Nose and nasal bone
Mouth and lip
Scalp and forehead
Skin troubles
just above bones
Scratches
Around heart
Joints
Lymph node
Mucous membrane

There is a possibility of accidents, causing problems to the skin and body.

*Persons being treated by a doctor should consult the physician before using this product.
*For those who have doubts about using this product, and those who experience anomalies
to the body while using this product, stop using it immediately and consult a doctor or specialist.

●Please constantly move this product along the skin during treatment.
  It may lead to low temperature burns on the skin if not complied with.

●Please use the charger adaptor provided in the package for charging.
  There is a risk of fire as a result of short-circuits or abnormal 
  overheating if not complied with.

●Stop using the product immediately in case of anomaly or malfunctioning.
  Continued use may lead to risks of electric shock.

Prohibited in 
watery areas

●Do not use in humid environments such as bathrooms.
　There is a risk of fire, electric shock and injury.

●Do not plug or unplug the battery adaptor with wet hands.
   There is a risk of electric shocks.Do not use 

wet hands

Avoid water

●Do not hold the device, charger adaptor with wet hands. 
  Do not immense these items in water or wash them in water.
 There is a risk of electric shock and may lead to malfunctioning.
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Warning

Attention

●Do not make alteration. Never try to disassemble or 
　fix the product by yourself.
    There is a risk of fire, electric shock and injury. Should 
maintenance be required (such as battery replacement), 
please consult the dealer where this product was first purchased.

●Never use for purposes other than cosmetic purposes.
　This product is a professional cosmetic skin care device. 
　Therefore, do not use for treatment other than those of cosmetic 
　nature, and for other uses for medical effects or therapeutic purposes.

●Please keep out of reach of babies and young children. 
　It threatens accidents or troubles.

Prohibited

Prohibited

Obligated

●Do not drop or hit the main device and adaptor, 
　and do not use it if is damaged.
　There is a risk of  injury or malfunction.

●Do not attach pins or dust to the battery plug or connection.
 　There is a risk of electric shocks and fire.

●When not in use, please disconnect the charger adaptor.
　There is a risk of  electric shocks and short circuit fire 
　due to insulation degradation

●Please hold the adaptor to unplug the battery adaptor 
   (do not touch metal parts)
   There is a risk of  threatens electric shocks if not complied with.

Do not 
disassemble
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output head×4

Unit components and the name of each parts

Protective cover

Main device

Treatment head

RF EMS・EX 
output head×2

Neck cover

Display

Power level
UP button

DOWN button

Treatment mode selector

Power button

Power on/off (long-press)
Pause/Resume (short-press)

Sonic aqua gel

Stand
Battery plug

Battery plug connection port

Charging adaptor Instruction manual(Warrenty attached)

Temperature sensor
    (Thermostat)
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Instruction of the display

Treatment mode

Timer

Operation display

Power level

Battery display

Treatment mode Output

Timer

Power level

Battery residual quantity

Decrease output level

Increase output level

Modes are switched eveytime 
you press the button.

The following icons show the 
treatment heads are under operation.

Numbers are switched 
eveytime you press 
the button.

Fully chargd Need charge

Displays the remaining time 
in minute from start treatment

Auto turn off function

Start 2 minutes left 1 minute left

When it is level 0 or complete treatment,
the device turns stand-by state, 
and turn off automatically 
with sound after 3 minutes.

Displaying the remaining power of 
the battery.Please use this as an 
indicator to charge the battery.
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①

②

“Beep-Beep-Beep”

“Beep”

How to charge

Plug the charger adaptor plug 
into the plug connection.

Plug connection

Charge plug

Plug the charger adaptor 
into home AC socket.

Home AC socket
(100V-240V)

Charging completes in 4 hours ※if it is no residual quantity

After 4 hours

Start charging Complete charging

Use daily15 minutes a day, 
can be used for a week.

※Usable period depends on 
the way you use.

Complete charging

※It threatens damages and in danger if it takes excessive load 
   when you unplug the charge adaptor.

※Not operated during charge. Please unplug the charge plug 
   connected to the main device.

Unplug the vharge adaptor first, then unplug the charge plug.

Please fully charge the devie when use it 
for the first time. (until charge indicator turns off)

When the device is put in the charge stand, 
it sounds and starts charging. 
Notification of sound means complete charging after 4 hours. 
It automatically turns off after 3 seconds 
and the display turns off completely.
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●Recommended charge temperature is 15 to 35 degree. 
   If the ambient temperature is out of this range, it may take longer 
   to complete charging or may not charge. 

●Especially it may shorten the life of battery in low temperature, 
   so that please follow the recommended temperature. 

●Under extremely low temperatures (of approx. 0oC or below), 
   the device may fail to charge.

●For first-time use (just after purchasing the product or after 3 months 
   or above of non-use) and while using, after using the device, 
   please charge fully prior to using it again.

●The main device and charge adaptor get warm while in charge, 
   but it is not abnormal.

●If the device can only be used for very few times after being fully charged, 
   the life span of the battery may be reaching its end.
   (The standard life span is about 3 years, but may have large deviation 
   with different habit of use and storage.)

Note

Life-time:It When charging at approx. once per week, can use for 3 years 
               (but the warranty only covers the first year).
              If the device can only be used for very few times after being 
              fully charged, the life span of the battery may be reaching its end.
              But may have large deviation with different habit of use and storage.

Change and dispose of 
the rechargeable battery

Please do not remove or change the battery by yourself.

If you have any troubles with disposing of the main device or the battery, 
please ask the manufacturer. 
We ask our customers to bear the postage.

To change the battery, it requires specialized knowledge to
remodel the device. Therefore, please do not change it by yourself. 
Please contact to the shop to change or dispose of the battery. 
It may cause damage if you do it by yourself due to unstable 
operation function.
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①

③

②

How to use

Prepare

Take off metals like accessories and contact lenses
(earrings, pierces, rings, bracelets, necklaces, and watches.)

Wash your face. If you use it for body treatment, 
wipe your body.

On parts to be treated, thickly apply about 5g
(about the size of an almond) of sonic aqua gel.

Power on the battery

Select the treatment mode

Select output level

Remove the protective cover from the head 
and long-press 
until the display turns on.

Press       to select modes.  

Select your favorite power level, 
then treatment starts.

Level Up

Level Down
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※When pressing      　　briefly, the device will “Pause” the timer,
pressing the button again will “Resume” the treatment.

※While in treatment, add the gel if your feel skin gets dry.

※When feeling hot, please continue to apply a little bit more of the gel.
If you still feel hot, please do not force with using the device on the same
area. You may continue using the device on a different part of the skin.

※While in treatment, if a different mode is selected, then power level turns  
0, and the timer will restart at 3 minutes again.

～
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Please select level 1 for the first time users and with sensitive skins 
and adjust the power level according to the state of the skin.

Adjust EMS level 1 to 5 by pressing         . As pressing            from     

     status, it shows    and starts radio frequency treatment.

RF+
high frquency

(90kHz)

Stand-by state

※Automatically turns off with 
“Beep” after 3 minutes.

RF+
high frquency 

EMS

Refer to “Treatment” on P.18-21, slowly slide the device along 
the skin for 3 minutes.

Finish treatment
After continuous use of 3 minutes, a beeps can be heard in

succession to indicate the end of the treatment.

To end the treatment, press and hold on       to power-off. 

Should you wish to continue treatment on other parts, please

apply the gel on the skin on those parts and repeat steps 2   4
※It automatically turns off with “Beep-Beep-Beep” when 3 minutes untouched.



ラジオ波温感

Start treatment with your favorite care 
after preparation.

■Thermal Treatment Care

■Special Care
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Recommended care

■ZōGANKIN Treatment Care RF+high frquency EMS

RF+high frquency(90kHz)

Warm up with radio frequency (1MHz) and 
thermal treatment with 90kHz high frequency.

Slect power level  　　and start treatment

※Each part can be treated once per day, not exceeding 3 minutes.

※Each part can be treated once per day, not exceeding 3 minutes.

～Set the power level  　　　　and start treatment.

Power level Power level

※Each part can be treated 
　once per day, 
　not exceeding 3 minutes.　
　Total 6 minutes.

The thermal treatment care with 1MH and 
EMS mucsule exercise with 30kHz
approach. It is used for normal treatment care.

RF and EMS stimulate and treat intensive care 
after warming up your skin.
Recommending the persons who would like to tighten skin.

Thermal Treatment Care ZōGANKIN Treatment Care



Contract muscule through firm EMS stimulation

Provide rhythmic stimulation to muscul

Total treatment care wtih multi EMS stimulation
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90kHz

3 seconds

RF
3 seconds

90kHz

3 seconds

RF

3  seconds

RF

3  seconds

RF
4 seconds

EMS
8 seconds

RF
2 seconds 0.50.5

RFEMS

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RF
0.5

EMS
0.5

RFEMS
6 seconds

EMS
6 seconds

EMS
6 seconds0.5 0.5

RF

EMS
4 seconds

RF
4  seconds

EMS
4  seconds

RF
4 seconds

EMS
8  seconds

EMS
8  sedconds

RF
2  seconds

Treatment modes

ZōGANKIN Treatment Care

Warmup

Thermal
treatment 
care

(Soothing)

Smooth 
(Rearranging)

Slimming 
(Firming)

Firming 
(Uplifting)

Exercise 
(Adjusting)

Warming the skin thoroughly

Rearrange the  warmed skin with EMS stimulation

Warm up firmly and provide tension 
and elasticity to your skin



STEP2
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STEP1

Recommended treatment program

1 month 
intensive treatment

1 week
intensive treatment

Recommended to those who have time
to perform the treatment everyday to try this out!

From day 8 onwards, continue the treatment 2-3 times a
week with exercise mode to maintain the results.

Recommended to those who would like to get 
result for a short time. Intensive program!

Day 1-2

Day 3-4

Day 5-6

Day 7

Warm up

Smoothing

Firming

Lift up

Warm up

Smoothing

Firming

Lift up

Exercise

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Thermal treatment care:
whole face 3minutes
Warm up your face and smooth

ZōGANKIN Treatment Care:
15 minutes
Intensive treatment for chin, 
both side of cheeks and face lines

Warming the skin thoroughly.

Rearrange the already warmed skin 
for smoother skin.

Through EMS, stimulate and make skin firmer.

Provide rhythmic stimulation to already firm skin.

To upkeep face and body contours, maintain 
with exercise mode for 2-3 times a week.

When the muscles experience extreme fatigue, 
stop using the device for one day and
allow the skin to rest for a day before resuming treatment 
on the following day.
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90°

 Treatment

●Never aim at centre of the throat, do not use 
　around the eyes or on eyelids.
●Never aim at the forehead and do not use on the head.
●When in use, avoid tooth fillings and false teeth.
●Never aim at elbows and knees, nor use on joints.
●Limit on use: Once per day for each part 
　(not exceeding 3 minutes).
●Please change the parts if you use over 3 minutes.

●When the skin of the treated part contacted with the device
　feels overheated, immediately remove the device from the skin.

●Do not use when the skin is dry.

●Please be sure to use the device with the gel.

●Do not stop on one poin while in treatment.

Danger of low temperature burns

Warning

Point
Place the display side of the device 
perpendicular the skin

After applying the gel on the skin, then place
the treatment head perpendicularly on the skin.

※It may threaten damege of thermostat
in excessive pressure.

Aqua sonic gel
Skin
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Face
Chin

3 minutes

Cheek 3 minutes each side

Place the device horizontally at
the lower center of the chin.
With curved motion and in the rhythm
of 1, 2 seconds, slide the device
from left to right and reverse.

Place the device horizontally
to the corner of the lips.
Moving towards the
cheekbone, slide the device
from bottom to top in the
rhythm of 1, 2 seconds.

Place the device vertically
to the corner of the lips
To the rhythm of 1, 2
seconds, slide the device
horizontally from the corner
11 of the lips towards the ear.

3 minutes each side

Interchangeably

Place the device on the cheek.
Moving towards the cheekbone,
slide the device from bottom to
top in the rhythm of 1, 2 seconds.

Face line
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Body

3 minutes each side

Waist

Abdomen 2

Abdomen 1

Hips

Slide from bottom in upward 
along the waistline.

Slide from down in upwad 
along the outer thigh at the bottom
of the hips.

Slide along from side to rib cage. 

Slide from down in upward along 
rib cage to hypogastrium.
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3 minutes each side

Upper Arm

Chest

Thigh

Place the device at the inner or 
outer upper arm, then slide it
from elbow to the armpit.

Place the device at the armpit,
then slide it toward 
below the collarbone.

Place the device at the
inner or outer thigh, then slide
it from down in upward.

After treatment

Wipe off the gel
Please wipe off the aqua sonic gel 
refer to page 22 “Maintainance”.
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After treatment

When maintenance is required, please ensure 
the device is power-off. If maintaining with wet-tissues 
or towels while the device is power-on, 
there is a risk of shock.

●If there is residual dirt, oil or gel on the thermostat,
the thermal sensor will not be able to sense the
temperature correctly, giving rise to risks of
low temperature burns. After each use, please
clean with cotton bud dampened with water. Thermostat

Wet-tissue or towels
Do not rub the thermostat with
excessive force to avoid damages. 
As it is made of glass, there is a risk of
broken glass if rubbed or impacted 
with force.

●Do not wash with water.
   The device will malfunction. Please wipe
   with dry cloth or a soft cloth slightly soaked
   with soap solution.

●When there is dirt on the protective cover, please rinse with water.
●Do not wipe with alcohol, thinner, benzine or nail varnish remover. 
  This may cause the product to malfunction or 
  cracking or discoloring of the parts.

Protective
cover

Alcohol Thinner Benzine Nail remover



In direct sunlight Dusty environment High temperature variance HIgh humidity variance In open fire

Humid environment In storage of volatile matters Near air-con and heater Place of vibrations
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震　動

How to storage

Do not place this product 
in the following environments.

This product is a precision instrument that contains electronic components.
Please do not expose this product to the following environments for
safekeeping, otherwise it may result in poor operation or malfunction.

When storing, please keep the protective 
cover covered to avoid damages 
to the treatment head.
●Please cover the treatment part 
   of the device properly.

Do not roll up the cable of the charger adaptor 
or have it knotted.
●This may lead to the fracturing of the insides of the cable, causing
　malfunction of the device. For malfunctions caused by improper
　storage, they are not covered by the warranty, even during the
　warranty period and can only be repaired at the cost of a fee.
●When storing the product, it is recommended to tie up
　the cables with the plastic tie attached before storing.
　※ When using the product, please do not use while it is still tied up.
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Cause of the troubles

●Do not place at the high temperature area.
　It may result in malfunction. 

●Do not wipe the device and the stand  
   with thinner, benzine, and alcohol.
   This may cause the product to 
   malfunction or cracking or discoloring 
   of the parts.

The glip of the main device and rubber material 
on the buttons get deteriorated,  and the operation 
function and the motion cannot be maintained.
It may result in malfunction.

Please wipe with dry cloth or a soft cloth slightly 
soaked with soap solution.

●Do not place at the environment with 
   the direct sunlight.

It may result in the deformation 
of parts or malfunction.

●Do not wash with water, drop into water,
   use in the watery areas.
  It may result in mulfunction.

●Do not dry the device with 
   a dryer or fan heater.

Alcohol Thinner Benzine Nail remover
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MADE IN JAPAN

 Product rated specifications and description

Device

Charger Adaptor

Rechargeable Battery

■Product Name: ZōGANKIN HYPER
■Model Type:CL-SML008
■Dimensions:W57mm × D32mm × H168mm
■Weight:170g (with internal Li-ion rechargeable battery)
■Material of device: ABS resin, PC (Polycarbonate), Silicon rubber
■Material of treatment heads:Stainless Steel (SUS304)
■Timer:With automatic power-off function after 3 minutes

■Power Supply:AC 100-240V, 50/60Hz, 0.2A
■Output voltage/ Output current:DC 5.6V,0.6A
■Power consumption:Approx. 1.4W (when charging)
■Special adaptor cord length:Approx. 1.5m

■Rated voltage/ Rated capacity: 3.7V/ 800mAh
■Charging voltage:4.2V max
■Battery used:Lithium-ion battery
■Charging time:Approx. 4 hours
■Weight:Approx. 18g
■Maximum time of use when fully charged:Can be used 
　by 15 minutes a day for approximately one week 
　(when the device new)

※The usable time changes depends on the way of use.

Precautions when disposing the product refer to P.12
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Troublesshooting

Cannot power on

Device can only be used for few minutes
after charging

No EMS stimulation

Did not charge the device.

 is pressed lightly and 
 not properly pressed.

Charging

Charge the device refer to P.11”How to charge”

Long-press        until it sounds “Beep”
and Power on the display.

Cannot operate while in charge. Please unplug 
the charger plug from the plug connection to use it.

Charging time is too short.

Problem with the life span of 
the rechargeable battery.

Charge the device refer to P.11”How to charge”

Pause button being 
pressed down.

Skin is too dry.

EMS output head is not firmly 
in contact with the skin.

EMS power level is too low.

mode

Press         to resume.

Add the gel on your skin.

Place the EMS output head firmly 
on the skin gel applied.

Press          and re-select the mode.

Press         and increase the power level.

If you experience trouble with the device,
try the following solutions.

It may be considered problem with the life 
span of the rechargeable battery.
Please change the rechargeable battery 
refer to P.12 “Change and Dispose of the 
rechargeable battery”



Cannot feel RF, will not warm up
Pause button being 
pressed down.

The thermo stat function 
is working.

RF output head is not firmly 
in contact with the skin.

Skin is too dry. Apply the gel on your skin.

Place the RF output head 
on your skin the gel applied.

The temperature sensor in the center of treatment 
head senses skin temperature in range of 
40 degrees.Therefore, sudden temperature 
chage will not happen. It warms up gradually. 

Too warm
Skin is too dry.

The device has been used 
on the same area for
over 3 minutes continuously.

Thermostat is not working.
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Press         to resume.

Apply the gel on your skin.

Change the part of treatment.

If there is residual dirt, oil or gel on
the thermostat, the thermal sensor
will not be able to sense the temperature 
correctly, giving rise to risks of low 
temperature burns.After each use, please
clean with cotton bud dampened with water.

Should the anomalies continues after trying the remedies, stop
using the device immediately and contact the dealer

When requesting for maintenance and inspection, 
please present the warranty card.



Temporary fatigue caused by exercising of muscles.
Before the skin and muscle have recovered, please do not use.
If the symptoms do not recover, please consult a doctor

Thermal treatment care 

Most effective time of use

Available in the bath?

Without aqua sonic gel?
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Q&A

Feel muscle fatigue after using

Press          from level 0 in the stand-by status, set the level  

Recommended is after taking a bath with warmed body.

It is not water-proof, not available in the bath.
Do not use in the watery area and wash with water.

Cannot feel anything on dry skin. 
Please apply the sonic aqua gel before treatment.
※Do not apply other than the sonic aqua gel.

Apply other than the aqua soni gel?

We are not responsible for any troubles or discomfort on your skin
 caused as a result of using other gel.
Please apply the attached sonic aqua gel.
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Do not use on the following parts

Eyelids and around the eye area, ears and around the ears, 
nose and nasal bone, mouth and lips, scalp and forehead, adam’s apple, 
with skin problems, when there are cuts, with sensitive skin,crest, 
lymphonodus, around heart, joints like a knees and elbows, mucosa. 
Also, those who with too sensitive skin, pregnant, or under nursing.
Please refer to P5-8”Safety Measures”

Available just after removing hair?

Surface of skin warms up by thermal effect.
Can lead skin troubles. Please use after a day of removing hair.
If skin troubles occur, please stop using immediately 
and consult a doctor if it does not heal.

Extreme near-sight

Can cause cataract and glaucoma.
Please consult a doctor to use.

Maximum treatment time at a day? Use every day?

“ZōGANKIN Treatment Care” and “Thermal Treatment Care”, 
each treatment care for  a part is not exceeding 3 minutes.
As following this instruction, can use every day. 
After muscles and skin get used to it, can get effective treatment 
even twice or three times a week.

Lost protective cover, charger adaptor, 
stand, instruction manual

Lost products are charged. Please consult the shop.
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Repair

●Warranty
　The warranty is attached on the end of this manual.
　Please make sure that you fill in the information about purchase d shop
　and the date of purchase, and keep it 
　after you read the manual carefully.
　The warranty period is 1 year after your purchase.
　This warranty covers only the main body, the lithium battery and 
   the charger adaptor,  but not the attached gel and the other attachment.
●Before asking for repair
　Please read this manual and check your device again
　before you ask for repair . if you have any problems,
　please contact to the purchased shop.
●Breakdown
　Please contact to the purchased shop and ask for repair .
●Repair after its warranty period is over
　Please contact to the purchased shop. If it is available to
　repair your broken device, the repairing cost will be charged.
●The minimum possession period of covered item
　The repairing parts of this device is expected to be retained 
　at least 5 years.
　Therefore, the reparable term of this device is 5 years in prin ciple.
　It could be repaired after the period is over ,
　please contact to the purchased shop then.
●Important note in case you need a repair
　In case you ask the purchased shop or us, repairing cost 
　less than 10,000 yen will be repaired as usual. The cost 
　over 10,000 yen will not be repaired until the purchased shop
　or the customer gets contacted and agrees.
1. We will repair the broken device for free subject to the device is used
    under the instructions written in the manual and still in the warranty
    period. If you need the free repair service, please ask to the shop
    with the device and this warranty.
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2. We will charge for repairing cost under these conditions.
① Break or damage because you use it for other purposes
    except for written purposes in the manual.
② Break or damage because of your unreasonable 
    repairing or remodeling.
③ Break or damage because of storage places, transportation,
    or falling after your purchase.
④ Break or damage because it is used for other purposes
    like an industrial use other than household use.
⑤ In case of no indication in the warranty.
⑥ In case of no date of purchase, name, and 
    the purchased shop in the warranty.（Please refer to the shipping 
    document if you buy from mail order.)
⑦ Break or damage by loading on vessels or vehicles.
⑧ Fire disasters, earthquakes, flood damages, lighting damages,
    and other unexpected phenomenon, abnormal voltage, 
    and unspecified power.
⑨ Break or damage because you had the device repaired by other than us.
⑩ Break or damage while in use out of Japan.
    
3. This warranty is available only in Japan.
4. This warranty is not reissued. Please keep it carefully .
※Please understand that personal information(duplicate) that filled in 
   by customers can be used by free repairment within 
  the warranty period or safety check.
※ This warranty promises free repairment subject to the period and
    conditions written in this warranty.
    Therefore, this warranty does not declare the customer’s judicial right.
    Please contact to the purchased shop if you have any questions
    about the repair service after the warranty term is over .
※ Please find instruction manual about the repairment
    after its warranty term is over or the retain period of re pair parts.
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【ZōGANKIN HYPER Warranty】
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Model 
number

Warrenty 
period

Serial 
number

Purchased 
    date m/d/y

Customer

Address

Name Mr/Ms.

Tel

Purchased 
    shop

Shop name/Address

1 year after purchase
(Except parts)

To store Please fill in “※” mark before selling

Please fill in the details of troubles 

Manufacturer: Couleur-Labo Co., Ltd 3-13-19 Ginza Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0061

This warranty promises free replacement of the device subject to
within the specified period of warrenty term written in this manual P30, 31.
Please find the intended purpose of personal information filled in by customers 
in the back side of this manual. Please ask the  shop for personal information.
Refer to the back side of this manual, too.
COPY
COPY
COPY
COPY
COPY






